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Autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles are increasingly being used in many applica#on domains. 
These systems strategically use machine learning (ML) components to perceive their environment and arrive 
at decisions that affect the health and safety of the vehicle. Unfortunately, very liQle is understood about 
the logic behind decision-making by these ML components. This is highly undesirable since an accident 
aQributable to an erroneous decision taken by an ML component can have serious legal and ethical 
ramifica#ons. It is, therefore, important to generate “explana#ons” of decisions taken by ML components, 
such that these explana#ons are credible and easily interpretable by humans.   

The goal of this project is to provide an algorithmic, automatable, and parametrized framework for 
explana#on genera#on for ML components used in autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles. Since the 
behavior of ML components is oWen controlled by hundreds of thousands of parameters, finding human-
understandable explana#ons in terms of these parameters is difficult. We, therefore, propose to view ML 
components as black boxes and introduce a systema#c way to infer explana#ons from samples of their 
input-output behavior.  

The project builds on the results of two other projects: VerifAI (UC Berkeley) and Synplicate (IIT Bombay, 
UC Berkeley). VerifAI, part of the VeHiCal NSF-CPS fron.er project, develops techniques for the formal 
design and analysis of systems that include ar#ficial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) 
components. Synplicate is a framework for exploring human-understandable explana#ons of decisions 
taken by black-box ML models. Unlike earlier work, Synplicate provides end-users with tunability and a 
choice of tradeoff between understandability and accuracy, helping users explore the en#re set of Pareto-
op#mal explana#ons. 

Our project combines the techniques of VerifAI and Synplicate, augmen#ng them with new capabili#es:  
(i) debugging and improved understanding of the root cause of incorrect decisions taken by ML components 
in autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles, (ii) facilita#ng run#me assurance with human-in-the-loop 
control in situa#ons where an ML component is likely to take decisions that may lead to safety viola#ons, 
(iii) inves#ga#ng more scalable techniques for genera#ng Pareto-op#mal interpreta#ons for a larger class of 
black-box models than it currently does. The overall flow of the project is shown below. 


